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May 2018 Practice Quiz
Note: No answer sheet. Email us if you’d like to know what we had on any individual question.
Please share.
1. A 4/8 @ A-38. Punter A15 muffs the snap at the A-23. He recovers the ball and runs outside the tackle box to the
A-30 and punts the ball while running. B44 attempts to block the kick and lands hard on the plant leg of A15
while his kicking leg is still off of the ground. A15 is injured on the play. The ball rolls out of bounds at the B-40.
After the ball was out of bounds, on the opposite of the field, B55 blocks A66 below the waist at the B-34.

2. A 2/8 @ A-40. A11 throws a pass from the A-33 that is batted into the air by B55. A11 catches the batted ball at
the A-30 and throws another forward pass from the A-28 that is intercepted by B12 at the B-40. B12 returns the
ball to the A-40 where he is tackled. During B12’s run B55 held A66 at the B-45.

3. A 2/8 @ B-42, A88 receives a forward pass at the B-20 and races down the sideline. At the B-10 he is hit; the
ball pops out of his hands and goes high into the air. B22 intercepts the fumble at the B-3 and his momentum
takes him into his end zone. In attempting to get out of the end zone B22 fumbles the ball forward into the field of
play. The ball bounces out of bounds at the B-2.

4. A 2/5 @ A-20, A33 runs to the A-28 where he fumbles the ball. A44 picks up the loose ball at the A32 and
advances to the A-45 where he is tackled. While the ball was loose during the fumble, A55 clipped B77 at the A30.

5. A 4/10 @ A-5, Punter A33 is standing in his end zone when he punts. The ball crosses the neutral zone and
strikes B55 in the helmet. The ball then rebounds back into Team A’s end zone, where A33 recovers it and
carries it to the A-10.

6. A 4/8 @ A-40, A22 is the first to touch the kick beyond the neutral zone, at the B-35. B44 recovers at the B-30
and carries to the B-35 where he fumbles. While the ball is loose, B80 clips at the B-40. A39 recovers and carries
the ball across Team B’s goal line.

7. A 4/10 @ 50, A’s punt bounces at the B-2 and crosses the goal line. A88 standing at the B-1 yard line reaches
across the plane of the goal line and bats the ball back into the field of play where a Team B player picks up the
ball at the B-4 and runs to the B-16 yard line where he is tackled. A50 commits a personal foul at the LOS while
the ball is in the air.

8. Free kick @ A-35. The onside kick is touched by A88 at the A-44 yard line. The ball continues rolling to the A46 where it is recovered by B1. A16 ran out of bounds on his own into the team box during the down (not blocked
out).
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9. A 2/G @ B-6, A13 throws a legal forward pass to A80. As the ball arrives, B21 and A80 both make an attempt
to catch the pass. The ball bounces off A80 into the air. A65 is at the B-3 when the ball is thrown, dives for the
airborne ball and secures the ball before it touches the ground in the end zone and maintains firm control when
he lands in the end zone.

10. A 2/4 @ B-35, Team A trails 22-21 near the end of the game. Neither team has any time outs remaining.
Running back A22 takes a handoff from QB A11 and runs to the B-12 where he fumbles the ball. B44 tries to
recover the loose ball at the B-10 but muffs the ball to the B-15 where it goes out of bounds. Ten seconds remain
on the game clock.

11. A 4/7 @ A-42, Rugby style punter A22 receives the snap and runs seven yards to his right and kicks the ball.
Just after the ball leaves his foot and while his kicking leg is still in the air B44 contacts the plant leg of A22
causing him to fall to the ground. B40 signals for a fair catch, catches the ball and A3 then pulls B40 to the
ground at the B-25 by his facemask.

12. A Kick-Off @ A-35, Kicker A33 attempts an on-side kick that is recovered by A22 at the A-44. The kick was
untouched by Team B. A15’s right foot was at the A-36 when the ball was kicked.

13. A 2/6 @ A-33, At the snap A73 goes to his right as he sets up to block on a screen pass. QB A11 throws the ball
from the A-25 toward A44 running at the A-30. The pass is overthrown and A73 catches the ball at the A-32. As
he makes the catch his right foot is touching the sideline.

14. A 1/10 @ A-20, Running back A44 is positioned at the A-15 as QB A11 throws a backward pass toward A44.
While the pass is in the air, B23 blocks A44 below the waist, which causes him to muff the ball. B28 picks up the
loose ball and advances the ball into the Team A end zone. After the play B28 spikes the ball in celebration. A66
held B77 at the line of scrimmage before the pass.

15. A Try @ B-3, On a two-point try A11 fumbles at the B-4. A33 picks up the loose ball at the B-3 and dives into the
end zone.

16. A 2/6 @ B-45, QB A11 takes the snap and drops back into the pocket. He has to scramble out of the pocket and
then returns into the pocket. As he is about to be tackled the throws the ball to the B-30 where there is no
receiver in the area.

17. A 4/4 @ A-35, Team A lines up to punt from a scrimmage kick formation. Punter A27 has short pants that clearly
do not cover his knees and in fact do not even reach his knees. The punt is fair caught by Team B on the B-20.

18. A 1/10 @ B-19, Team A RB runs to the B-6 where he fumbles the ball. The bouncing ball is recovered by B95
near the B-5 and his momentum carries him into the EZ where he falls down. The officials rule momentum and
give the ball to Team B at the B-4. The Team A coach wants to challenge the play stating that the ball was
recovered outside the B-5. Replay can confirm the coach’s claim.
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19. A 1/10 @ A-35, Team A WR A87 is a late substitute, the referee moves forward with arms extended and the
umpire moves forward towards the LOS as the ball is snapped. QB A10 subsequently throws a completed pass
to the A-48.

20. A 3/5 @ B-35, QTR 2 GC 0:30 Game is tied. Team A has no remaining TO’s. The Team A QB runs a read option
play to the B-10. He quickly gets his team to line up, takes the snap and throws the ball forward directly to the
ground with 0:02 on the GC. The LJ has a flag for an illegal formation as RT A77 is clearly off of the LOS.

21. Free kick @ A-35, QTR 2 GC – 0:01 Team A is offside during the free kick, and receiver B25 has a knee on the
ground when he recovers the bouncing kick at the B-40.

22. A 4/5 @ A-35, Team A’s punt is low and therefore blocked by a Team B linebacker at the A-37. The kicked ball
bounces back to the A-30 where A27 recovers it and advances to the A-40. During his run A75 is flagged for
blocking below the waist at the A-32.

23. A 4/5 @ B-20, QTR 2 GC 0:04 Team A attempts a field goal into a strong wind. The kick goes over the crossbar,
between the uprights, but is brought back over the crossbar by the wind. B35 catches the ball and advances it for
a TD, as many Team A players fail to respond.

24. A 4/5 @ B-25, QTR 4 GC – 0:08 and running. Team A has no remaining TO’s in a tied game. A67 is flagged for
a FST and B45 then commits a DB personal foul for excessively contacting A67.

25. A 1/10 @ B-40, Team A runs a read option play that ends at the B-25. After a previous informal warning, a Team
A coach is in the “white” during the live action and the LJ flags him for this infraction. This is Team A’s 2nd
“Game Administration & Sideline Interference” infraction in the game.

26. A 3/5 @ A-25, B intercepts a forward pass on A’s 40 yard line. During his run a B player clips at A’s 35. The
ball is fumbled by B at A’s 30. A recovers and advances to A’s 35 where they fumble. During A’s run, they
clipped at A’s 30. B finally recovers the ball at A’s 35.

27. A 4/10 @ A-30, After giving a valid fair catch signal at his 45 yard line, B22 muffs the ball. The ball hits the
ground and is loose when B22 blocks A82 in the front above the waist at the B-45. B23 recovers the loose ball at
the B-48.

28. A 4/7 @ A-10, A38 is in position to punt muffs the snap from center. To prevent Team B from recovering the ball,
A38 bats it backward at the A-2 and over the end line.
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29. A 1/10 @ B-45, QB A2 completes a pass to A88 @ the B-20. A88 runs to the B-18 where B25 trips him causing
him to fumble. A85 recovers the ball @ the B-16 where it is declared dead. B99 was called for RPS.

30. A 4/4 @ B-12, A15’s field goal attempt is blocked and the ball rolls to the B-2. B88 attempts to pick up the loose
ball but muffs it into the end zone where it is recovered by A44. B15 then piles on A44 who is still prone on the
ground.
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